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TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Tank Storage and Piping Systems   

 

FROM: Jeanne Moreau  

 

DATE: April 19, 2010 

 

SUBJECT: NFPA 30 A11 ROP Letter Ballot Final Results 

 

The Final Results of the NFPA 30 ROP Letter Ballot are as follows:  

 

26 Members Eligible to Vote 

  3 Ballots Not Returned (J. Kieffer, C. Shepard, and J. Woycheese) 

 

18  Affirmative on All 

  5 Negatives on one or more proposals as noted in report  

  0 Abstentions on one or more proposals as noted in report  

 

The number of affirmative votes need for the report to be published is 16. 

(26 eligible to vote - 3 not returned - 0 abstentions = 23 × 0.66 = 15.18) 

 

In all cases, an affirmative vote of at least a simple majority of the total membership 

eligible to vote is required. 

(26 of eligible voting members ÷ 2 = 13 (14) 

 

Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot 

from the principal member was not received. 

 

According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary 2/3 required 

affirmative votes to pass ballot. 

 

ATTACHMENT:   (Final) Circulation Explanation  
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30-166 21.6.5.1 (Log # 90 )

Negative

Wechsler, D. In revised (1), a release may be controlled and its impact may be mitigated, but it is not likely that in the context of
an emergency plan in this section there would be a 'controlled' explosion. For correlation the terms of the first sentence should be
included in the second sentence to include responses to 'fires, explosions, accidental releases and other emergencies'. Again in (1)
'Procedures to be used include, but not be limited to sounding the alarm, ....etc. Lastly a 'gas' and a 'vapor' may not be understood as
being the same and more often the terms used are 'gases' and 'liquids'.

30-170 21.6.5.5 (Log # 94 )

Affirmative with Comment

Shapiro, J. It should be clarified that the new annex item is in lieu of executing the original proposal.  The text
of 21.6.5.5 is to remain unchanged.

30-176 21.7.1.5 (Log # CP56 )

Negative

Renkes, R. Goes beyond what is required by federal EPA. Not editorial.

Rocco, J. The justification notes that this is a reorganization of the existing language. This is not the case. The
proposed change eliminates language allowing for the restricting of flow of liquid as an alternative to
triggering a high-level alarm. The restriction of flow is currently used for many underground storage tanks and
is allowed under the USEPA underground storage tank regulations (280.20(c)(ii)(B)) and many state
regulations. This alternative should remain.

Shapiro, J. The committee justification for this change is that it is "basically and editorial rearrangement of
the text for clarity," but the change includes technical modifications which have not been justified.
Specifically, the revision requires visual as well as audible alarms for high liquid level, as opposed to audible
alarms only, which were previously permitted.  There is no apparent benefit to adding a visual alarm.  In
addition, the previously requirement in this section to restrict flow at a 90-percent fill level has been deleted
without a stated justification.  Given that the flow restriction requirement is currently coupled with the 90-
percent fill level alarm in EPA's regulations and that EPA does not require visual alarms, it seems preferable to
reject this proposal, leaving the existing requirements so that NFPA 30 will remain consistent with EPA
regulations.

Tate, B.

This is a technical change, not an editorial rearrangement of the text, and imposes a higher standard in
Sentence (2), by changing an "or" to an "and", and by removing the option of restricting flow.

30-183 21.9 (New) (Log # CP20 )

Negative
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Shapiro, J. I have several concerns relating to this proposal.  First, I have no record of and recall no discussion
about this proposal in the FLC-TAN committee meeting.  The proposal shows the proponent as being the
Fundamentals Committee, which met after FLC-TAN committee meeting concluded.  I'm having trouble
understanding a procedural basis for the Fundamentals committee approving a change to a code section that is
not under their purview and then sending the change to FLC-TAN for concurrence in our ballot.

In addition, there are technical problems with the proposed text.  While it is true that the code currently has
similar text affecting underground tanks in Section 21.7.4.3.9, the requirements in that section are vague and
should not be expanded without refinement.  Expanding these requirements to all tanks without addressing
deficiencies simply makes a bad situation worse.

Specifically, as proposed, the new Section 21.9 will require ANY change of liquid to cause a reevaluation for
compliance with Chapters 21-25.  Clearly, there are many typical hydrocarbons and other liquid classes that
can be interchanged without the need for an evaluation.  Nevertheless, there is no requirement that anything
must be done if deficiencies are identified by an evaluation.  The requirement calls for the evaluation to be
conducted.

Assuming that it would be the committee's intent to require correction of identified deficiencies, then there is
the question of whether the tank (and what about the piping system?) must be upgraded to meet all
requirements for a new installation, or whether it would be adequate to simply resolve the identified
deficiencies.  If identified deficiencies must be resolved, must the resolution meet current code, or only the
applicable requirements that were in the code that governed original installation?

The bottom line is that the proposed section is not suitable for adoption in its current form, and it should be
rejected or given further consideration during the ROP meeting.

Tate, B. I am not aware of this being discussed by the TC, or there being any record of committee agreement.

30-211 23.13.5 (Log # 124 )

Affirmative with Comment

Shapiro, J. The action on this item is incorrectly recorded.  It should have been "accept in principle in part, see
proposal 30-208."  Likewise the reason is incorrect since the proposal only partly deals with hazards other than
fire hazards.  I've voted affirmative with comment rather than negative since the consequence (no change to the
code text) is the same either way.  Nevertheless, the committee statement should be changed so that it matches
the proposal by indicating that part of the proponent's suggestion was accepted in principle.

30-213 23.14 (Log # CP30 )

Affirmative with Comment

Tate, B.

The meaning of the last two Sentences is unclear and seems contradictory. Annex material is intended to
clarify, not confuse.

30-226 24.14.3 (Log # 136 )

Affirmative with Comment

Shapiro, J. See my comment on Proposal 30-211, which also applies to this proposal.

30-227 24.14.6 (Log # 137 )
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Affirmative with Comment

Shapiro, J. See my comment on Proposal 30-211, which also applies to this proposal.

30-234 27.3.2 (Log # 143 )

Negative

Shapiro, J. We concur with Mr. Wechsler’s comments on his negative ballot.  In addition, it is noted that the proponent’s
substantiation statement is simply that the change is being made, as opposed to providing a technical basis for the change.  In
particular, while removal of vapors may be justified in some cases, it seems excessive to mandate this for every case where piping is
placed out of service.

Wechsler, D. The proposal should be rejected. The removal of the liquid is addressed in the current text.
Without the presence of a liquid which produces a vapor, there would be no vapor. The condition does not
address gas and if this was the intent of this proposal, it seems to have missed that aspect. Perhaps the existing
text could be modified to simply delete the phrase " of liquid" and thereby meet the intent of the submitter.
Example: Tightness of Piping. Piping systems shall be maintained liquidtight. A piping system that has leaks
that constitute a hazard shall be emptied or repaired.
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